
Moving Around Pender (MAP) AGM

Regular Meeting Minutes:   Saturday January 9th 2021 

Location: Zoom 

Chair: Niall Parker,

Present: Peter Paré, Barry Mathias,  Niall Parker,  Peter Easthope,  Pricilla Maki, Shelagh 
Rinald, Dave Hargreaves, Garth Anderson, Dean Mills, David Howe

Called to order at 1:01 pm

1. Agenda Approved
2. Minutes on Blog. Approved
3. Finance updated provided by Dave Hargreaves

 Trail account: $5521 
 Bus Account: $ 8908
 General Account: : $6150  

4. Pender Post for March Niall, 
5. School Trail (Barry):  Not heard back from Westbrook. Maybe early in the New Year. 

Less important because of Einar’s . Peter P working on application for LoO. Do we have a 
name for the school.  “School Trail”?  “Schooner Way Trail”?  Not decided. Niall will send 
notes from John Chapman re the rationale for the trail.  Don’t have a survey from Medicine 
beach turn off to school Barry explained the mistakes that surveyors had made. Should 
apply for LoO only for portion from Ball Park to Medicine Beach turn off for now.

6. Car Stops:  Nothing New  
7. George Hill East Trail.  We were hoping to have class working on that but postponed 

because of Covid. Since the class room portion of the trail building which is scheduled for 
Monday is now online could open the all MAP members. Niall will send to the active MAP 
members. 

8. GINPR Liaison;  Niall has been in touch with Darcy Grey who is in charge of conservation 
and has told them about potential funding for Alice Church Road. Has not contacted new 
acting Superintendent.
Alice Church Road Trail: There is an opportunity through a Covid Federal/Provincial 
infrastructure grant scheme to apply for construction costs for “shovel ready” trails.  PIPRC 
has proposed that they apply for this funding with MAP as a partner. This is the trail that we
proposed some years ago as the “demonstration project competition” for CRD Parks and 
Mayne was awarded the trail which is still being built. We had an excellent proposal from 
Valhalla and the idea is that PIPRC will update this and use it in the application.  We had a 
call with PIPRC the previous day. Niall described the location of the proposed trail.
The construction period if funded would be September 2021.  Rob Fawcett from PIPRC will
be project manager. Now 3 members of MAP on PIPRC. Barry was extremely positive 
about the active role that PIPRC is playing in this project. Unprecedented cooperation 
between PIPRC and MAP. 
Most of the trail is funded by the grant there are some up-front costs.  Peter P moved that 
MAP contribute up to $2000 for non-eligible expenses for non-construction costs of the 



trail.  Pointed out that this expenditure would only be needed if the trail went ahead. Dave H
said we could provide this amount as indicated in financial statement reported above. 
Motion seconded by Barry M.   Motion passed.
Talked about name. Could be Einar’s Bypass but that is not official, Alice Church Road is 
the official name of the MOTI right of way.

9. Valley Home Farm Trail Maintenance. Dave H brought up the issue of paying PIPRC for 
the maintenance on this trail.  We should keep ~$500 for this in the coming year.  Possibly 
this is something that PIPRC could incorporate into their maintenance budget?

10.  New Business
 Web site:  Niall reported that he had not made progress on picking a host. Dave H 

said he would be open for a Grant in Aid to support a web site for MAP.
 Formation of a SGI Transportation Commission.  A RFP for the development 

of a business plan for formation of a Transportation Commission has been issued 
by CRD via Justine Starke’s office.  This is an important development. . 

  Bike Repair Workshop. Pricilla. Workshop advertising is advertised in the 
Window display at the Driftwood.  Not sure when the workshops will happen. 
Maybe outside in March. Two potential workshop were discussed, bike repair and 
converting to e-bikes.  Garth volunteered to help with repairs and Dave H will 
have input into the e-bike upgrade workshop.  Ken Marshall is involved in the 
plans for the bike workshop.  

11. Meeting adjourned at 1:59


